I AM A VOLVO TRUCKER
ONLINE TERMS OF USE AND LICENSE AGREEMENT
The below terms and conditions apply to use of the online and/or mobile services, web site, software and Facebook
applications provided on or in connection with the I AM A VOLVO TRUCKER service (collectively the "Service"). By
clicking accept, and/or using or logging into the Service, you confirm that you agree to these conditions. You also
authorize Volvo (as defined below) to process your personal data in the ways specified below.

General information
The Service is a web and mobile based service, sponsored by Volvo Group North America, LLC (“Volvo”), a company
in the Volvo Group. Among other things, the Service may include user profiles, uploading of photos, commenting,
blogs, competitions and user-to-user interactions. All users of the Service may have access to all information
published on the Service’s website and in the Service’s mobile app.

Use common sense
This Service is provided for your entertainment and convenience only. Common sense should guide you at all times
when you use this Service. Cautious driving. Always drive according to road conditions and in accordance with
traffic laws. The hardware and your Internet connection are under your responsibility and at your expense.
Transmitting and receiving information to and from the Service, require hardware and an online connection between
your hardware and the Internet. The expenses of such connection are as prescribed by the agreement between you
and your communication service provider according to its applicable terms of payment. In short, you pay for any
Internet connection you use in connection to the Service.

General rules for use of the Service
In order to use the Service, you may have to create an account via Facebook and/or the Service. When you create an
account, you have to choose a user name and a password. These login details are personal and may not be
disclosed to unauthorized parties. If you find out that someone else is using the Service with your login details, you
must take reasonable measures to prevent this unauthorized use of the Service and notify Volvo about it. Also note
that the user name you provide during registration will be used to identify you when you use the Service or the
Software (as defined below). Your user name may be disclosed and visible to other users of the Service.

Rules and responsibilities regarding use of the Service
Volvo offers users of the Service the opportunity to post, publish or submit content, and sharing it with other users, via
the Service. As a user of the Service, you are personally responsible for any and all content, including but not limited
to information, files, text, images, graphic, drawings, sounds, videos, music, photos and pictures you post, publish or
submit, including but not limited to your profile picture and user profile information, via the Service (“User Content”).
Consequently, you are responsible for ensuring that your User Content does not violate any third party’s rights and
that it complies with any and all applicable laws and that any necessary third party consent or other licenses for
gathering, storing, processing and disseminating the User Content and post, publish or submit it via the Service have
been duly obtained. You are obliged to hold Volvo and other companies in the Volvo Group harmless for claims
brought by third parties due to the User Content you post, publish or submit to via the Service.
You may not post, publish or submit User Content that violates applicable laws or accepted publishing standards, or
User Content that is otherwise offensive or unsuitable. Among other things, this means you may not post, publish or

submit User Content via the Service that encourages or constitutes incitement, persecution of ethnic groups, child
pornography, illegal violent material, criminal acts, offensive, vulgar, obscene, pornographic or otherwise illegal or
unsuitable User Content, or User Content which violates copyrights or other third parties’ rights or in any other way
harm the Service or Volvo.
User Content such as files may not contain viruses, trojans, corrupted files or other programs that may harm the
Service’s function or third parties’ computer or property.
You may not use the Service for commercial purposes, including but not limited to promoting the products and
services of any other company that operates in competition with Volvo.
Volvo has the right but not the obligation, at its sole discretion to erase User Content that is in contradiction with these
user terms and conditions or that violates the law or accepted publishing standards of any jurisdiction in which the
content is viewed or downloaded, or which may otherwise be regarded as offensive or otherwise unsuitable. No third
party is an intended beneficiary of these user terms and conditions.
If you feel that any information on the Service is unsuitable or illegal, you can report this directly on the website via
the “abuse” function, or write to Function.websurvey@volvo.com specifying the material in question and the
person/user who submitted it.

For those Users in the United States of America:
If you are a copyright owner or an agent thereof and believe that any User Content infringes upon your copyrights,
you may submit a notification pursuant to the Digital Millennium Copyright Act ("DMCA") by providing our Copyright
Agent (designated below) with the following information in writing (see 17 U.S.C 512(c)(3) for further detail):

•

A physical or electronic signature of a person authorized to act on behalf of the owner of an exclusive right that is
allegedly infringed;

•

Identification of the copyrighted work claimed to have been infringed, or, if multiple copyrighted works at a single
online site are covered by a single notification, a representative list of such works at that site;

•

Identification of the material that is claimed to be infringing or to be the subject of infringing activity and that is to be
removed or access to which is to be disabled and information reasonably sufficient to permit the service provider to
locate the material;

•

Information reasonably sufficient to permit the service provider to contact you, such as an address, telephone
number, and, if available, an electronic mail;

•

A statement that you have a good faith belief that use of the material in the manner complained of is not authorized
by the copyright owner, its agent, or the law; and
A statement that the information in the notification is accurate, and under penalty of perjury, that you are authorized to
act on behalf of the owner of an exclusive right that is allegedly infringed.
Volvo’s designated Copyright Agent to receive notifications of claimed infringement can be contacted through the
Volvo email: Function.websurvey@volvo.com. You acknowledge that if you fail to comply with all of the
requirements of this section, your DMCA notice may not be valid.

Examination of content
Volvo may examine User Content before or after its publication, prevent publication of inappropriate or otherwise
inadequate or erroneous User Content, or remove such User Content after its publication. Volvo retains sole

discretion to determine which User Content will be published, the duration of its publication, its location, and any other
matter pertaining to the publication of User Content within the Service. Volvo does not guarantee that all User
Content will be published, in general or for any limited time. User Content submitted by users for publication does not
reflect the views of Volvo.

Exclusion from the Service
If you do not follow these user terms and conditions, Volvo reserves the right to ban you from the Service and
terminate your account and erase your User Content.

Changes to the user terms and conditions
Volvo reserves the right to change, add to or take away parts of these user terms and conditions, except the parts
covered by your authorization for processing of your personal data. Any changes to these user terms and conditions
will be announced to you by being available via the Service at least 30 days before they become effective. Your
continuing use of the Service after any such change becomes effective shall constitute your consent the modified
terms and conditions. As a user of the Service, you are obliged to keep abreast of any changes in the user terms and
conditions.

Personal data – Privacy
Before you can use the Service, Volvo must gather and process certain of your personal data such as your name,
address, phone number and email address. Volvo will protect your personal integrity in compliance with prevailing
personal data protection laws and regulations. Volvo will not process any of your personal data unless you submit it
yourself, or unless we specifically request it from you.
After you register for the Service, Volvo will process and store all information that you submit. By using the Service
and enabling or failing to disable the location tracking feature of your mobile device, you consent to the tracking of
your location.
Volvo will process and store your personal data and may use it for marketing and other commercial purposes. By
accepting these user terms and conditions you consent to the processing of your personal data in accordance with
what is set forth in these user terms and conditions. You have the right to cancel your authorization at any time by
sending an email to Function.websurvey@volvo.com.
The Service may contain links to other websites that do not belong to the Volvo Group. The Volvo Group disclaims
responsibility for these websites' methods of gathering personal data or protecting user integrity. If you have any
questions about our processing of your personal data, you are welcome to contact Volvo. You will find Volvo’s contact
details at the bottom of this page. If you notice any errors in your personal data, you have the right to have them
corrected. You also have the right to receive information from us regarding, among other things, which parts of your
personal data we process and for what purposes (this information will be provided free of charge, once per calendar
year, on receipt of a written, personally signed request).

Cookies
When you visit this website, we may store certain information in your computer in the form of cookies. Cookies are
used on many websites to give users access to certain functions. The information stored in a cookie can also be used
to chart a user’s behavior on the website. There are two types of cookie: The first type stores a file in your computer

for a long period of time. It is used to determine whether there has been any previous contact between us and your
computer. The other type, known as a session cookie, is temporarily stored in the computer’s memory during your
visit on the website. Session cookies are only briefly stored in your browser, and are erased when you turn off your
web browser. Volvo uses cookies to gather statistics regarding visitors and collect information regarding your
preferences when you navigate on the websites, for the purpose of helping us to target relevant information directly to
our customers. Unless otherwise stated, the Volvo Group never uses cookies to gather personal data. You authorize
Volvo to use cookies as set forth in these user terms and conditions by configuring your computer or phone (or other
device) or browser settings to allow cookies. If you do not authorize Volvo to use cookies on our Service, you can
configure your computer, phone (or other device) or browser settings to deactivate cookies. However, in this case we
cannot guarantee that all the functions on the Service will work optimally.

Intellectual Property Rights
By posting any User Content on the Service, you expressly grant, and you represent and warrant that you have all
rights necessary to grant, to Volvo a royalty-free, sublicensable, transferable, perpetual, irrevocable, non-exclusive,
worldwide license to use, reproduce, modify, publish, list information regarding, edit, translate, distribute, syndicate,
publicly perform, publicly display, and make derivative works of all such User Content and your name, voice, and/or
likeness as contained in or associated with your User Content, in whole or in part, and in any form, media or
technology, whether now known or hereafter developed, for use in connection with the Service and for whatever
purpose Volvo (and its successors' and affiliates') in its sole discretion decides, including without limitation for
promoting Volvo and redistributing part or all of the Service (and derivative works thereof) in any media formats and
through any media channels. You also hereby grant each User of the Service a non-exclusive license to access your
User Content through the Service, and to use, reproduce, distribute, display and perform such User Content as
permitted through the functionality of the Service and under this Agreement.

All content made available by Volvo via the Service, that is not User Content, is Volvo Content. Any and all rights,
including but not limited to copyrights, to Volvo Content belong to or is controlled by Volvo (or its subsidiaries, if
specified, and/or licensed companies). All rights reserved. Volvo Content may not be copied, transferred, distributed
or stored without Volvo’s written authorization, except strictly for private use or if expressly stated otherwise. It is
strictly forbidden to change Volvo Content available via the Service. Certain User Content and Volvo Content
available via the Service contains copyright protected works for which the copyright belongs to a third party. When
using the Service you may not engage in scraping, data mining, harvesting, screen scraping, data aggregating or
indexing. You agree that you will not use any digitally automated means to access the Service’s database for any
purpose without the express written permission of Volvo.

Trademarks
Unless otherwise specified, company logos and emblems on the Service are trademarks owned by Volvo Trademark
Holding AB and/or Volvo (or its subsidiaries or affiliates).

No guarantees or obligations
THE SERVICE, THE INFORMATION PUBLISHED VIA THE SERVICE BY VOLVO OR ITS USERS AND OTHER
CONTENT AVAILABLE BY THE SERVICE IS IN ITS EXISTING STATE AND IS PROVIDED ON AN “AS IS” “AS
AVAILABLE” AND “WITH ALL FAULTS” BASIS. TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMISSIBLE BY LAW, NEITHER
VOLVO, NOR VOLVO GROUP, NOR ANY OF THEIR AFFILIATES, EMPLOYEES, MANAGERS, OFFICERS OR
AGENTS (COLLECTIVELY THE “VOLVO PARTIES”) MAKE ANY REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OR

ENDORSEMENTS OF ANY KIND WHATSOEVER, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO: (A) THE SERVICE; (B) THE
CONTENT; (C) VOLVO CONTENT; OR (D) SECURITY ASSOCIATED WITH THE TRANSMISSION OF
INFORMATION TO VOLVO OR VIA THE SERVICE. IN ADDITION, THE VOLVO PARTIES HEREBY DISCLAIM ALL
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, TITLE, CUSTOM,
TRADE, QUIET ENJOYMENT, SYSTEM INTEGRATION AND FREEDOM FROM COMPUTER VIRUS. VOLVO
SHALL UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY OR FOR DIRECT DAMAGE, INDIRECT
DAMAGE, SPECIFIC DAMAGE OR OTHER DAMAGE RESULTING FROM USE OF THSERVICE OR OF ANY
OTHER WEBSITE OR MOBILE APP VISITED VIA A HYPERLINK, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF
EARNINGS, OPERATIONAL FAILURE, LOSS OF SOFTWARE OR OTHER DATA IN INFORMATION
PROCESSING SYSTEMS OR OTHERWISE, EVEN IF WE HAVE BEEN EXPRESSLY NOTIFIED OF THE RISK OF
SUCH DAMAGE OCCURRING.
Volvo provides no guarantees and/or assumes no obligations regarding other websites accessible via the Service.
Such websites are only provided as a service, and do not mean that Volvo shares in or accepts any responsibility for
their content and use. The user is also responsible for taking precautionary measures and ensuring that the material
and equipment used by him/her is free of viruses, worms, trojans and other harmful programs etc. The information
available via the Service may contain technical or typographical errors. Furthermore, the information and the
Service’s features and functions may be changed at any time without prior notice or obligation. Information published
via the Service may contain references or cross references to the Volvo Group’s products and services that are
unavailable in the country concerned. The accuracy of this information cannot be guaranteed since the information
may be changed, pose specific requirements or have limited accessibility, and such references do not mean that
Volvo Group intends to market these products and services in the relevant country. Contact a local dealer for full
information on which products and services that are available and can be ordered.

Indemnity
To the extent permitted by applicable law, you agree to defend, indemnify and hold harmless the Volvo Parties from
and against any and all claims, damages, obligations, losses, liabilities, costs or debt, and expenses (including but
not limited to attorney's fees) arising from: (i) your use of and access to the Service; (ii) your violation of any term of
these terms and conditions; (iii) your violation of any third party right, including without limitation any copyright,
property, or privacy right; or (iv) any claim that your Content caused damage to a third party. This defense and
indemnification obligation will survive these Terms of Service and your use of the Service.

Comments, questions, suggestions, posts and submissions
The Service may allow users to submit and publish User Content to other users. Please note that none of the User
Content, such as information, suggestions, ideas and other material submitted or published to the Service, is
regarded as confidential. When you post, publish or submit User Content via the Service, you give Volvo and the
Volvo Group an global unlimited and irrevocable royalty free non-exclusive right to use, copy, display, implement,
change, transfer and distribute the material or information for any purpose, and you authorize Volvo and the Volvo
Group to freely use all ideas, concepts, knowledge and techniques that you submit to us for any reason. Also note
that it is forbidden to submit User Content of a commercial nature (including advertising), unless such posts pertain to
the Service, or Volvo’s products and that Volvo has approved them in advance.

Links and commercial information in the Service

Volvo may incorporate advertisements and/or information of commercial nature in the Service. The source of such
information may originate from Volvo or from third parties. If such information originates from third parties, Volvo
cannot guarantee its reliability or accuracy. It is underscored that the advertising of commercial content by Volvo does
not constitute a recommendation or encouragement to procure the goods or services advertised. Insofar as the
Software (as defined below) includes links to services or applications not operated or managed by Volvo, Volvo will
not be liable for any form of liability arising from your reliance on, or in connection with, the content of such services
and applications or any information provided by them, including but not limited to its completeness, accuracy,
correctness or it being up-to-date. Volvo will not be liable for any direct or indirect damage, monetary or otherwise,
arising from your use of or your reliance on the content of services you have accessed via links on the Service or
Software.

General terms, applicable law and disputes
These user terms and conditions shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of
North Carolina, United States, without regard to its conflict of laws principles. Any dispute, controversy or claim
arising out of or in connection with these terms and conditions shall be resolved by the courts of the State of North
Carolina, United States.
This Agreement, together with any amendments and any additional agreements you may enter into with Volvo in
connection with the Service, shall constitute the entire agreement between you and Volvo concerning the Service. If
any provision of this Agreement is deemed invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction, the invalidity of such provision
shall not affect the validity of the remaining provisions of this Agreement, which shall remain in full force and effect.
No waiver of any term of this Agreement shall be deemed a further or continuing waiver of such term or any other
term, and Volvo's failure to assert any right or provision under this Agreement shall not constitute a waiver of such
right or provision.

Contact
If you have any questions regarding these user terms and conditions, do not hesitate to contact Volvo on
Function.websurvey@volvo.com.

